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Historica11yラ wedistinguish three phases of the energy supply system of mankind: 
The 1 st phase saw exclusively renevvable energies like muscle povver of men and 

animalsラ woodヲwindラ solaror water power and lasted until we11 into the 18
th century~ 

thenラ atthe start of the 2nd phaSE~ラ coal mines were industria11y exploited in England 

and rnarked the beginning industrial:isation of the world; the fossil energy era had 

begun: Coalヲ andヲ laterヲ oil，natural gas and fissionable material stand for the 
replacement of renewability with exhaustibility. Finiteness andラ perhapseven rnore 
urgentラ non-sustainabilitycame into play. Nowラ onthe verge of the 21st centuryラ

ヮbviousand convincing plausibilities hint at a 3
rd 
phaseラ the2

nd 
solar civilisation. It 

allows for the utilization of a11 sorts of modern renewable energy conversion 

technologiesラ alongwith an aggressive striving for energy andラ abovea11， exergy 
efficiencyラ andthe introduction of the clean secondary chemical energy carrier 
hydrogen for storability and transpoItabihty and， thusラ forthe perpetuation of the 

'world energy trade system beyond the era 

'N"ever in the history of energy utihzation has only one type of energy served 

Jl1ankind.， and never did an incoming energy fu11y replace its predecessorsラ the
energy hunger of a gro'wing world population needed them a11. Versatility is typical 

incn~asing. An ongoing shi白 of center of gravity can be observed from the 
energy (raw material) supply at the' professionalized beginning of the energy 

conversion chain to the utilization of services at its end where bi11ions of lay 

people try to handle energy. By necessityヲ itis urgent to professionalize the end of 
conversion chain. 

characterization of the 1 st solar ci¥廿isationwasラ andthat of the 2nd wi11 again beラ

complete lack of operational primary energy raw materia1. Trivial to sayラ nocare 

to be taken of a lacking energy raw materialラ nottechnologicallyラ not
ecologica11yラ andnot economica11y; conversion technologies ¥vere and will be 

長ey!Truly a cha11enge for energy フ buthighly industrialized countries whose 

energy efficiency potential is huge. As an indicationラ aftera period of 250 years of 
i ndustriallisationヲ Germanyヲsnational energy efficiency Is only about 30%ウ andits 
exergy efficiency is even lowec， c. II (The worldラsfigures are 10 % and a 

%ラ respectively).Consequent1yラ policybecomes increasingly technology 
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policyラ technologyfor the conversionラ storageラ distributionand transport of energy. 

In particularラ forthe first time after more than 150 years of undoubtedly successful 
Carnotian energy conversionヲ hydrogenenergy offers to the non-Carnotian fuel cell a 

tremendous chance in stationary or automotive applications. For the time beingヲ

hundreds of millions of central heating systems or hundreds of millions of 

automobiles in the world wait for a c1eanラ quietラ compactラ andhighly efficient 

converter. Solar hydrogen (hydrogen 合omrenewable energies) even guarantees 

cleanliness over the entire length of the conversion chain 

In the last 120 yearsラ theongoing shift from coal to oil to natural gas has meant a 

decarbonization of the energy mix by about 35%ヲ alongwi此thi山t臼shydrogenation andヲ

since the a剖tomi民cweights of Cニ 12and Hニ 1，ラ itsdemat匂er口iali臼sa剖tion.Entering t白he2n 

solar civ叶ilis臼sa剖tiωonラ thelack of carbonaceous operational primary energy raw material 
is expected to accelerate this trend. 

Retrospectivelyラ thefossil energy era with its entire duration of a few hundred years 
wiU have to be seen as an interimラ a"b1ink of an eyeヲ" between the 1 st and the 2nd 

solar civi1isations. Renewability is the lawラ exhaustabilitythe exception. Finallyヲ the

development will end up utilizing energies-of-light: They are of light weightヲ they

use the light of the sun (and derived renewable energies)ラ theylighten the burden on 
environment and c1imateヲ andthey shed light into the emerging 2

nd 
solar civilisation 

To c10seヲ "HYFORUM2000ラ TheInternational Hydrogen Energy Forum 2000ラ

Policy -Business圃 Technologyラ 11-15September 2000ラ inMunichラ Germany"is 
planned to bring together those players traditionally working together in the energy 

field: Politiciansラ entrepreneursラ andtechnologists. HYFORUM 2000 follows the 

line indicated above. Soラ hydrogenistsof the worldラ markyour calendars! 
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